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ÉDITORIAL

Proof based
on facts

P

artners gaining victories, successful meetings on civil society action, an acclaimed
resource centre, very sought after advice in media relations… If VoxPublic’s first
year of existence has enabled to confirm the intuition at the source of its creation,
the second year has already been profitable in several areas! This activity report factually
proves the role our association plays with regards to the reinforcement of civil society’s
engagement against discrimination and for social justice.
Within a French framework in 2018 struck by debates on immigration (Asylum and Immigration law debated during spring time and adopted in September) and by the « Gilets
jaunes » (Yellow Vests) movement (from November onwards), the civil society actors supported by VoxPublic have been mobilised on subjects very much in tune with these debates.
With VoxPublic’s support, several partners at the forefront of battles that condition the
cohesion of society have obtained some results : the right to decent housing (victorious
campaign of the coalition « Sans toit, pas sans nous » / « Without roof, not without us »),
rights of detained people (victorious action of the association « Chantiers et Passerelles »
for the broadening of community service, and of « Genepi » for the pursuit of its social and
cultural actions in detention centres), migrant rights (successful action of the « Rosmerta »
association in Avignon). Important battles for social justice.
As for the 1,600 associations gathered within the « Etats généraux des migrations » (General Estates of Migrations), they have voiced their opinions at key moments of the debates
on the Asylum and Immigration Law. Unfortunately, the law was adopted. However, the
campaign contributed to convincing 115 deputees of the presidential majority up until
then agreeing not to vote it. The mobilisation of civil society actors will therefore not have
been in vain, and will lead to a long-term future impact. VoxPublic intends to contribute
to the evolution of current ratio of power in France with regards to migration, which is a
topic far too exploited politically. As the public debate that occurred end of 2018 showed,
more than the fear of migrations, it is the questions of social and fiscal injustice that our
fellow citizens feel concerned about.
Globally, the results obtained in 2018 validate our choice concerning our support strategy:
moving forward step by step with patience, aiming for advance that can sometimes be
modest but show that civil society mobilisation, when it is well conceived, leads to victories.
It is precious in that it strengthens citizen counter-powers, while we will be faced with
considerable challenges these upcoming years, as the social protests that have marked
France end of 2018 have revealed.
Two challenges have mobilised us more specifically. The citizens and their associations
want to on the one hand be really listened to by public authorities and on the other hand
to ask for a better distribution of wealth, as well as the respect for fundamental rights.
On these fronts, VoxPublic will carry on being alongside them.
Charlotte Soulary, copresident
Bertrand Delpeuch, administrator
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SUPPORTING
CIVIL SOCIETY
« États généraux des migrations (EGM) »
(General Estates of Migrations)

The « Rosmerta » association
(Avignon)

The activity of VoxPublic in 2018 was very much
marked by its commitment to partners defending
migrant rights. We particularly support the «EGM »,
a nation-wide action. Launched end of 2017 to denounce the government’s migration policies and provide alternatives, the EGM (near 1,600 national or local
associations as well as citizen coalitions), have been
greatly mobilised to denounce the « Asile et Immigration » (Asylum and Immigration) draft law. VoxPublic
has provided its partners with tools aimed at calling
on members of parliament, has supported their media
strategy and has contributed to the creation of their
website www.eg-migrations.org.

A few figures on the « EGM »

106

LOCAL ASSEMBLIES IN MORE
THAN 80 DEPARTMENTS

1 650

ASSOCIATIONS OR COALITIONS
IMPLICATED

10 000

PARTICIPANTS AT THE LOCAL
ASSEMBLIES

VoxPublic has supported the Rosmerta association that gathers citizens defending
the reception and sheltering of non accompanied children and migrant families
on the street. For the past several years,
they have been denouncing the administration’s disfunctionings. Since December
21st 2018, Rosmerta has been occupying
an empty building belonging to the Catholic diocese, and has accomodated dozens
of migrants. VoxPublic has supported the
coalition in its relations with public authorities, the local church and the media.

The Refuge
VoxPublic has supported this structure
that helps homeless young gay, lesbian,
and trangender people. Aim : to have protection and confidentiality measures specific to their situation be recognised by law.

Seven of Briançon
VoxPublic took action to give important
media coverage for the Seven of Briançon
trial concerning 7 French, Swiss and Italian
citizens accused of facilitating the illegal entry of migrants via the « Col de l’Échelle » (in
the Hautes-Alpes department).
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« Genepi »

Political advocacy led
with our support

In September 2018, the Justice Ministry announced
that it would definitely remove Genepi’s subvention as well as the convention that oversees the
activities of this student association that has been
ensuring for more than 40 years visits to detained
people. The main reason? Public criticism expressed by Genepi on the situation in French prisons. VoxPublic has provided advice on advocacy
strategies and on the media coverage of the response. Following the protests of a dozen organisations and leading figures and media coverage, the
convention was reinstated by the Justice Ministry.
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ACTIONS OF INFORMATION
AND MOBILISATION
OF PARLIAMENTARY MEMBERS

HEARINGS
BY DEPUTEES
INTERVENTIONS
OF OUR PARTNERS CALLING
ON THE PRESIDENT
AND THE GOVERNMENT
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In 2018, VoxPublic
has carried out ...
« Sans toit pas sans nous »
(Roofless not without us)
In June 2018, the very innovative social experience
of the Grands Voisins site (Paris 14th) was coming
to an end. The people sheltered in three centres
were being threatened with eviction. A coalition
named « Sans toit pas sans nous » / « Roofless, not
without us » was created. VoxPublic has helped
the informal group to mediatise its battle and help
put forward a petition calling out the concerned
ministers. The pressure has been fruitful: the
State services have sort to find solutions. Alternative accomodation has been found for more
than 300 people, and negociations have taken
place in order to open up a former Parisian station
house to provide accomodation.
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ACTIONS
AGAINST DISCRIMINATIONS

ACTIONS
AGAINST SOCIAL INJUSTICES

INITIATIVES PROMOTING
THE STRUCTURING
OF CIVIL SOCIETY
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SHARING RESOURCES
Training, experience sharing,
practical guides …
• January 2018
Publication of the guide entitled « Les
bonnes pratiques numériques en milieu
associatif » (The good digital practices in
associations). It results from the « #Assotech » meetings, gathering actors of
the digital and citizen sphere.
• March 2018
Publication of the methodological sheet entitled « Le
travail parlementaire d’amendement de la loi » (The
parliamentary work on law amendment). It gives specific information on
the way to legally and transparenty cooperate with deputees and senators to
attempt to influence law contents and
parliamentary debates.
• September 2018
Publication of the guide entitled « Plaidoyer parlementaire : le guide des bonnes pratiques associatives »
(Parliamentary advocacy : the good practice guide for
associations). Undertaken with the collaboration of
the 6-pm consultancy team, specialised in the reinforcement of advocacy.

Supporting networks
VoxPublic has supported the work being done with
networks of very diverse civil society actors, to reinforce their strategies of calling on policy makers :
• « Antiterrorisme, droits et libertés » (Counter-terrorism, Rights and Freedoms) Network.
The members of the network – associations, trade
unions, lawyers, academics – have been able to meet the
United Nations Special Rapporteur
on the promotion and protection
of human rights and fundamental
freedoms while countering terrorism, which has published a first
critical report on the consequences
of the counter-terrorist policies in
France. VoxPublic has also facilitated
the audition of several members of the network by
the parliamentary commission of control of the « loi
Sécurité intérieure et lutte contre le terrorisme » (law
on Interior security and fight against terrorism) (SILT).
• « Action droits démocratie » (Action Rights Democracy) Network.
It assembles around twenty legal heads of associations.
VoxPublic has facilitated experience sharing and the
reinforcement of its members’ legal action capacities.

Free access directories
The free access directories are one of VoxPublic’s trademarks
(with respect to, obviously, the general reglementations on data
protection). They enable citizens, associations and more generally
civil society actors who do not have the means to obtain or to stay
up to date with directories of deputees, senators, members of Cabinets, media and journalists, of having this strategic information
they need to call on policy makers and manage public relations.
In 2018, VoxPublic has carried on enrichning its directories (deputees, senators, members of Cabinet ministers, media and journalists), made available to citizens, associations and any civil society
actors. They enable them to implement communication actions
as well as appeals to policy makers.
Figures
An average of 400 dowloadings
of each directory per month.
The most popular:
deputees and journalists.

Communication
VoxPublic actively communicates on its actions and tools, but also on the causes that
are defended by its partners as well as their
actions : monthly newsletter, internet website, statements on social networks.
A few figures
	82 000 unique visits of our voxpublic.org
website
2 400 subscribers for our newsletter
	A 50 % opening rate of our newsletter
(the average percentage for this type
of document is of 30 %)
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